
S A V E B E E  C R I P O C U R R E N C Y  P R O J E C T  

WHAT IS IT?

SAVEBEE is a Security Token created in the BSC Binance Smart Chain
network, which is a decentralized blockchain computing platform
dedicated to smart contracts and decentralized applications.

The function of the SAVEBEE Token goes far beyond being a monetary
value for exchange like money is. Those who buy it are investing their
money in preserving the environment and still receive the potential of
financial profit from it.

Did you know that of 300,000 species of known plants, around 90%
depend on the intermediation of another living being for reproduction,
and bees are fundamental for the reproduction of these plants, being
the most efficient pollinators and the only specialists, to feed exclusively
on nectar and pollen.

According to an article published in the journal Science, the number of
bees has decreased by almost 50% in North America, and in even more
alarming proportions in the rest of the planet.

The SAVEBEE Project

The problem to be solved
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Bees - wild and domestic - carry out about 80% of all pollination
worldwide. A single bee colony can pollinate 300 million flowers a day.
Grains are mainly pollinated by the wind, but fruits, nuts and vegetables
are pollinated by bees. More than 70 of the top 100 human food crops -
which provide about 90 percent of the world's nutrition - are pollinated
by bees.

Almost 90% of wildflower species depend on pollinators, as do 75% of
food crops.

With global warming, we are witnessing a great destruction of flora,
essential for increasingly devastated biomes, increasing all types of
environmental damage, since plants are related, among other functions,
with the rainfall regime, with the maintenance of the soil and with the
guarantee of a healthy environment for the survival of several species.
Therefore, by removing the vegetation from an area, we are directly
affecting the fauna of that region, triggering very serious ecological
imbalance.

Our plan is to promote the protection of bees as important agents for
pollination and renewal of wild flora and agricultural areas. There are
over 20 thousand species of bees in the world, the vast majority, solitary
bees, that is, those that do not live in hives, but are essential for
pollination and sustaining the environment. They are crucial for the
reproduction of plants, as well as deciding which plants will be
prominent in the landscape.

Our mission is to assist in the preservation of bees, through the
maintenance of wild forests and support for organic and sustainable
agriculture, making our planet a better place to live.
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When you support and invest in SAVEBEE, part of your investment will go
to researching sustainable solutions in partnerships with universities
and environmental protection organizations, and donations to entities
such as GreenPeace, WWF and others, in projects that support our
cause.

We will support projects that will be analyzed by project collaborators,
biologists, environmental engineers and experts involved with it.

We will invest in projects that help reduce global warming through
actions such as reforestation through planting seedlings, direct seeding
and agroforestry systems, ecological agriculture and conserving riparian
forests. Directly assisting in the restoration of healthy bee populations,
there will be an improvement in pollination, which, in turn, improves
crop yield and flora support in a natural and efficient way, thereby
improving water filtration, oxygen production and control of diseases
and pests, creating a virtuous circle.
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Bees are dying from a variety of factors, such as pesticides, drought,
deforestation, forest fires, nutritional deficits, air pollution, global
warming and many others. Many of these causes are interrelated.
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What is killing the bees?

IINVEST IN YOURSELF, INVEST ON THE PLANET
Help support protection organizations 
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In the second phase of the project, SAVEBEE will launch the first version
of our game platform, with play to earn focus, to help raise funds and
promote more gains for SAVEBEE investors and supported projects.

SAVEBEE Farm is an online game with a focus on blockchain and bee
preservation. The objective of the game is to build a "farm" of bees
where players can over time withdraw earnings, where every transaction
carried out in the game, a part will be donated to projects for the
preservation of bees.

Initially the player makes an investment in SAVEBEE to participate in the
game, with this investment he receives a beehive for his farm and
HONEYCOMB tokens, to buy the game resources and increase his farm
and profits. With this investment the player starts their farm which can
be reinvested to increase their production, earn more HONEYCOMB and
in the future convert to SAVEBEE.

Over time the game will receive updates with many new features such as
NFT bee breeding with special effects and battles to defend the hives.

Part of the tokens generated will be destined to the earn to play
platform for the purchase of HONEYCOM, which are bonus tokens that
can be traded between players, or can be used to exchange for more
SAVEBEE, always valuing your investment.

SAVEBEE FARM - play to earn
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1 TOKEN SAVEBEE ESTIMATED VALUE =  US$ 0,00012 
1 HONEYCOMB* = 0,001 SAVEBEE
   *HONEYCOMB = COIN USED IN SAVEBEE Farm (earn to play) 

To ensure project continuity and continuous improvements, 10% of the
generated assets were set aside to be allocated to an active portfolio
with multiple subscriptions (“multisig” type subscription). These tokens
will be distributed following a sequence of intervals of at least 60 months
in order to avoid mass withdrawals from the project.

Support team distribution

BREAK DOWN

CREATION AND DISTRIBUTION

SUPPLY     = 200.000.000
PRECISION = 12 DECIMALS

Developer team  = 4%

This fund will be for our developers, administrators and marketing team
to maintain a full-time focus on the SAVEBEE ecosystem.

We want everyone to continue to build and always improve our
community.

This allocation will allow each of the volunteer developers to be
compensated for their initial investment in SAVEBEE and will also
provide salaries so that they can work exclusively in the SAVEBEE hive for
years to come.

Dev account toal
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Manager team = 3%

Managers are the business experts who enable the development team
to have a trusted group of managers, deployed across multiple
channels, to ensure a secure space in which to build community with
peace of mind and security.

Manager team

 Marketing team = 3%

The SAVEBEE ecosystem is even more impressive when you consider
that an expert team implements international marketing strategies that
will make SAVEBEE a strong name in cryptocurrency, sharing the
positions among the most valued cryptocurrencies on the market.

QUEEN BEES - OUR INVESTORS
Queen bees are responsible for sustaining the project, which are all
investors, nature and environmental preservation enthusiasts. 40% of
the tokens will be available for sale in the first phase. and 30% in the
second phase, with the launch of SAVEBEE Farm. These tokens will be
distributed in two distinct phases of the project.
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Of the 20% of tokens reserved for burning, 5% will be burned in
the first half and the rest in 20 stages.

BURN
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY DISTRIBUTION

20% of everything will go to projects that help reduce global warming
through actions such as reforestation, planting seedlings, direct seeding
and agroforestry systems, ecological agriculture, conservation of riparian
forests, social projects to raise awareness to the importance of
preserving and restoring degraded areas, using bees as the main
pollinating agents, among others.

All supported projects will be described and monitored through the
SAVEBEE community in our website https://savebee.org and its social
networks.

SAVEBEE FARM - Earn to Play

To feed the SaveBee Farm ecosystem, the HONEYCOMB token will be
created, which will give even more stability to SAVEBEE as a currency,
allowing users to increase the token's liquidity and generate income
through the earn to play platform.
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Market distribution

These tokens will be made available on the market as follows:

PHASE 1 - Publication for sale on PancakeSwap
03/10/2021

 Sale account: 0x442D72c5C22645020D294C836BDE61d2559BCD0f
 Total of 50 million tokens.

PHASE 2 - SAVEBEE FARM (PLAY TO EARN)

Creation of HONEYCOMB rewards and NTFS token for SAVEBEE Farm game

 Sale account: 0x442D72c5C22645020D294C836BDE61d2559BCD0f
 Total of 50 million tokens.
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Availability on the market

These tokens will be made available on the market as follows:

PHASE 1 

 Pre-sale account: 0x442D72c5C22645020D294C836BDE61d2559BCD0f
   Total 1 million tokens.

Purchase advantages in Phase 1 - Private sale until 09/25/2021
Minimum amount of 10,000 Tokens
Required - MetaMask Wallet.

PHASE 2

Minimum amount of 10,000 Tokens
Required - MetaMask Wallet.

Publication for sale on PancakeSwap - 10 million tokens will be released at launch and after
the sale of this lot, 5 million tokens will be released per cycle (until sold out or every 2
months).
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ROADMAP
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White Paper Version 1.0 (Official Documentation);
Initial private fundraising;
Initial advertising on social media;
Start of pre-sales for total investment in the SAVEBEE ecosystem;

Public Offering and Official Launch with PancakeSwap Listing;
First actions with environmental recovery projects;
Support the development of physical products with the SAVEBEE brand
by our community in a decentralized manner;
Availability of 50 million tokens for sale;
Content generation through social media with the advertising of
partnerships and projects;
Launch of the first version of the game SAVEBEE Farm (earn to play) with
bonus payouts HONEYCOMBS.

Support selected projects and donations to NGO projects such as
GreenPeace, WWF and others;
Reforestation projects with support from partner companies;
Social media campaigns in support of organic and sustainable
agriculture;
Twitter campaign to enter Trending Topics with the hashtag SAVEBEE;
Marketing campaign for the expansion and adoption of SAVEBEE as a
sustainable project around the world.

SAVEBEE reaching the TOP 100
global cryptocurrencies.
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CONCLUSION

With our actions, we intend to start a process of changing the behavior
and mentality of people in the world, starting one by one, like bees, in an
organized, firm way and under the leadership of queen bees, here
represented by all individuals who participate in the community as
investors in an important and relevant project for everyone's future.

Be part of our community. Do your part for the planet.
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